SUPPLEMENTARY APPENDIX 3: Flowchart of the study selection process

Records identified through searching of OVID Medline, PubMed, Embase, and Cochrane library (3/4/2014) (n = 19,452)

Search update (9/17/2014) (n = 1,981)

Additional records identified through other sources (n = 880)

Total records screened after duplicates and non-English publications removed (n = 12,585)

Total excluded by Title and Abstract screening (n = 11,633)
- Citations did not match study designs of interest, did not examine populations or interventions of interest, or did not report outcome measures of interest.

Full-text articles assessed for eligibility (n = 952)

Full-text articles excluded (n = 844)
- Citations did not provide evidence matching a PICO

Studies included in evidence report (n = 108)